Welcome
Our Spring/Summer 2019 Brochure comes to you
packed full of old favourites and new delights.

Explore the eight themes to suit your events and you can
click on the links below to take you straight to the list.

• Journeys and Travelling Machines

• Fabulous Food and Drink

• Fantastic Beasts

• Marvellous Maritime, Nautical and Seaside

• Wonder Women

• Neither Here Nor There or maybe on the Moon

• The Greatest Family Shows

• Sporting Stars

www.foolsparadise.co.uk
EMAIL: fools@foolsparadise.co.uk
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JOURNEYS AND
TRAVELLING MACHINES
Join our acts as they discover new places with wonderful
travelling contraptions and stories from a bygone era.

PHILEAS FOGG -

HIGH FLYERS

AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS

The year is 1872 and it’s day 79 of the infamous
journey. Our intrepid adventurers are just hours away
from crossing the finish line at the Reform Club. If
they can just coerce their hot air balloons to go in the
right direction they stand to win a grand prize.
A hilarious roam-about fusing modern technology
with the classic adventure novel by Jules Verne.
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High Flyers centre around an early flying machine. Fun to
watch and to participate in, humorous and yet thoughtprovoking, High Flyers is a mainly non-verbal piece with
its own soundtrack. An interactive performance with
minimal dialogue and its own soundtrack the High Flyers
use physical theatre to connect with the audience and
provide a highly visual experience.

PHONE: +44 (0)1392 454160

KIT AND CABOODLE

THE FUNNELS

With a timeless theme of migration, a pack mule with
its beautiful burden of tales, is joined by two welltravelled companions. Bags and cases open to reveal
stories and songs of remarkable journeys told through
beautifully executed miniature puppet shows.

Inspired by the famous funnels of the Cunard ships,
this highly quirky and visual walkabout show will
bring a smile to the faces of all who cross their bows.
Join ‘Captain Carbuncle’, ‘The Very Sweet Fanny
Adams’ and ‘Colonel Cognac’ as they set sail aboard
the Three Funnels seeking new adventures.

THE PILOTS

THE TANK

Make sure your seatbelts are securely fastened and
your tray table is stowed, as you enjoy watching this
hilarious walkabout. These two farcical flying fools
sell you the idea of your dream holiday at a knock
down bargain price or perhaps even tell you some of
their own tales of disastrous travel escapades that led
them to start their own tour operator business!

Join the hapless Whose Army? Boys, General Motors
and Private Parts, as they blunder from one mishap
to another, and get ready to wear your uniform with
pride. The Tank is armed with a suitable soundtrack
and some very silly sound effects such as bicycle
bells, car alarms, reversing beeps and plenty of
canned laughter.
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THE BEWONDERMENT
MACHINE

THE BEE CART

The Bee Cart is an exciting, accessible walkabout
theatre piece for audiences of all ages. The charming
and surreal characters that accompany the Bee
Cart are a great addition to any event as well as
being a unique educational tool to bring bees,
plants and pollination to life.

Accompanied by original music the Bewonderment
Machine is a cycle-powered carousel, a kinetic public
sculpture and a magical journey for small children.
This handmade, human-powered merry-go-round
combines hand-carved animals, puppetry, and music.
Space for up to 10, this is a miniature theatrical flight
of the imagination, empowering the very young to care
and to be curious.

VICTORIAN TIME TRAVELLERS

Behold the Time Machine; an incredible piece of eccentric engineering.
Meet Professor Warp and Miss Weft, our two intrepid Victorian time
travellers, originally from 1888 who will be astounded to hear from you
what the latest inventions of today are.
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FANTASTIC BEASTS
(WE KNOW WHERE TO FIND THEM)

Discover a host of amazing birds, beasts and animated characters
brought to life by our extraordinary puppet and mask makers.

THE WHALE -

SUMMER LION

THE PLASTIC BAG JELLYFISH SHOW

Before the ancient books were written, when the world
was young and forest still covered this island, each
spring the Maiden of Flowers drew back the veil of
winter’s darkness, to dance in the sunlight of summer’s
eternal promise and banish the winter from our shores.
Join her and Bacchus the Fawn and the exquisite
Blossom Lion in a merry procession, as they revel in
pleasure, ritual, festivity, and madness. Celebrate with
them the bountiful return of warm and endless days.
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The Whale is an animated installation whereby
the audience are greeted by a cheerful navigator
character who invites them to step inside the Whale
and experience a beautiful, funny and interactive
show which will highlight the impact plastic has on
our environment through a series of fun learning
and theatrical experiences.
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FANTASTIC BEASTS
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BEWILDERED BEASTS

PANDAS

Inquisitive, affectionate, adorable and cheeky; the
world’s only eight-foot baby Obobee bird is loved by
adults and children alike for his charming personality
and stunning appearance. This playful little hatchling
is accompanied by eccentric pet shop owner Bill Oddity.
Pongo is a unique animatronic creature, custom built to
allow for life-like animations, from the subtlest fluttering
of Pongo’s eye-lids to his magnificent leaps and bounds.

Have you fed a giant panda bamboo before?
Seize this opportunity to meet ChiChi and SingSing
our gentle, playful and remarkably life like pandas
up close. Learn more about their lives and natural
environment from our informed zoologist and get a
chance to ask questions of your own. Not everything
in the life of a panda is black and white.

YESHE THE YAK

GORILLAS

Yeshe is a gentle, mysterious, life-like creature who
is bound to catch your eye as he quietly picks his way
through the crowd at your event. He likes making
friends, and is always ready to stop and have his nose
stroked or his fringe tickled! He’s helped along his
way by a singing-bowl playing yak-handler.

These mountain gorillas look and behave like real
mountain gorillas, which the general public find
fascinating. The explorer imparts valuable information
to the public concerning the gorillas’ habitat. As the
mountain gorilla is almost extinct, this act is not just
entertaining but, just as importantly, also informative.
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MEET THE DINOSAUR

GHOST CARIBOU

Come and meet Tiny, a 125 million years young
dinosaur brought to life by the wonders of modern
science. You can pet her, you can feed her, you can
talk to her in dinosaur language; just make sure you
avoid the dreaded Thagomizer or you might end
up extinct yourself.

A stunning after dark show, these giant illuminated
creatures, part caribou, part spirit, roam a mystical
world, accompanied by a wild herdsperson performing
a folk dance and shadow puppetry piece.

SLOTH TIME

HESSI THE ELEPHANT

Wilhelmina (Also known as Will) Dawdle, is obsessed
with sloths and wants you to meet her best friends:
Hibiscus and Gladys, giant three-toed pygmy sloths
and Dribble, a baby two-toed sloth, all from South
America. Wilhelmina is full of sloth facts, join us to
learn how long a sloth really sleeps for, which sloth
species are endangered, how often do sloths use the
facilities and why does algae grow on their fur?

We invite you to join Hessi the Elephant
our playful, gentle giant as she explores the
world and makes mischief. Learn about these
incredible creatures, their habits and habitats,
and make a new giant friend along the way.
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WONDER WOMEN
From unsung heroines to those with spirited superpowers,
our wonder women are a force to be reckoned with.

ANGIE MACK

Angie Mack has a great selection of unique, talented, jaw dropping,
high energy performances for the street and stage. They involve giant sized
hoops, mini hoops, 50 hoop stacks and the 5 hoop human tower.
From shows to interactive workshops and walkabouts, a summer event
would not be the same without Angie.
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LAND GIRLS

BALLOONATIC

Meet Vera and Lynn, the very British cockney
girls ‘doing their bit’ to win the war, dispensing
good cheer and the Dunkirk community spirit.
This charming walkabout includes old time sing-alongs, ration books and food parcels all in a bid to
keep spirits high and those home fires burning.

This wonderful balloon-art street act helps
transform every event into a carnival, party
atmosphere. The Balloonatic team are endlessly
creative and entertaining and can fit almost any
theme to leave a lasting impression.

WONDER WOMEN OF THE WAR

Meet Milly and Tilly who work in the Thornycroft factory
helping to create the vehicles. The men have gone off to
war and women have realised that they have the power
to become chefs, farmers, plumbers, train drivers and
mechanics. The Wonder Women of the War is a 25min show
about the real life munitions workers of both World Wars.
In this interactive show, everyone is welcome to come and
meet The Thornycroft Girls and watch them make a life
sized kit car which children can actually ride in.
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THE WONDER WOMEN
STREET SHOW

Can Wonder Woman save the world from all evil?
Watch in awe as Diana, the International Woman of
Mystery changes into Wonder Woman whilst spinning
hula hoops at speed. Can she achieve all this and
defeat Dr Evil. A fabulous and galactic street show.

PHONE: +44 (0)1392 454160

WONDER WOMEN
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FELICITY FOOTLOOSE

MAGICAL BUTTERFLY

Felicity Footloose lives in the 80’s and just wants to
dance! Watch as she juggles, dances and performs
daredevil acrobatics to try and impress her hero,
Johnny. She’ll even go as far as to hang from her toes
and juggle knives whilst upside down. This is a fun
street show wrapped up in a comedy package and set
to a fabulous 80’s sound track.

The joy of summer is always in the air with the
Magical Butterfly & her crystals. This delightful
walkabout brings a big splash of colour and
enchantment to your event that will leave both
adults and children absolutely spellbound.
A hypnotising act; perfect as both an ambient
walkabout act as well as close-up magical interaction.

GRANNY TURISMO

Meet our Grannies. Still one of the most talked about acts in the UK,
Granny Turismo has universal appeal and is part walkabout, part circle
show and wholly engaging.
Fantastic and unique, these Grannies are loud and a force to be
reckoned with. You have been warned!
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THE GREATEST
FAMILY SHOWS
Roll up, roll up! For high quality outdoor street shows. Our talented
performers offer the very best in family friendly productions for all locations.

DICK DANGER

SEED

THE DAD DANCER

An intimate and explosive one man static street
theatre show that is full of captivating images,
puppetry, giant inflatables, live and specially
composed music. Join Wilford in this heart-warming
story as he struggles to look after nature; taking on
his arch-enemies the SLUGS, who are out to get him
for his contraband seeds!
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Dick Danger dances like no-one is watching....and it’s
possible that those who are actually watching may just
wish they weren’t. When you watch this street show
you will witness the world’s loudest juggling routine,
groan at the world’s cheesiest gags and marvel as
he attempts to ascend the precarious chair stack to
balance on his hands high above the ground.

PHONE: +44 (0)1392 454160

THE GREATEST FAMILY SHOWS
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CARNIVAL STILT DANCERS

A fabulously charged, roving self-contained show that combines playful characters with
upbeat music to create a high impact performance.
Seven stilted dancers in colourful carnival costumes wow audiences with their
choreographed and freestyle dance moves. Ideal for parades and carnivals, the rainbow
dancers are highly skilled and have raised the bar for stilt walking entertainment.

DR JONES AND PROFESSOR BARNARD’S

CROW HOUSE

MEDICINE SHOW

Believe nothing but enjoy everything as you watch these
purveyors of the finest ‘Tosh’, an elixir of youth and
vitality. The esteemed intellectuals Jones and Barnard
have unleashed their own brand of quackery, healing
and duplicitous doctoring on an unsuspecting audience.
In the great tradition of the travelling medicine show,
a series of entertainments and distractions will be
presented in addition to the demonstrations in the form
of occasional songs, dancing and jokes.
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A derelict house appears in the middle of the street.
The windows are shattered and a keep out sign bars
the front door. A furious bird has taken up residency
in the chimney and squawks territorially when anyone
comes near the house. A wonderful silent-movie
inspired show using an eclectic mix of characters,
circus, puppetry, musical saw, harp playing and
audience participation.
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SID BOWFIN

THE PENTAGON

Virtuosomanic violinist Sid Bowfin combines madcap
comedy with superb musicianship. Watch Sid and his
audience compete, argue, ridicule and seduce their
way through the most popular works from across the
centuries. Sid turns classical performance on its head
with hilarious spontaneous comedic antics.

Book a centrepiece! Installations like the
Pentagon are unique, inspiring art experiences
which transform your event into a haven of creativity.
The Pentagon is a free standing installation, swathed
in attention-grabbing, hand drawn designs that are
just begging for some colour. Can be
themed to suit your event.

TITAN

The Titan the Robot show is a unique blend of comedy, street theatre
and music creating a fascinating show that is unrivalled in the world today.
Funny, fast paced and full of surprises, Titan is the ultimate family entertainment
comedy show where you come to expect the unexpected.
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FABULOUS FOOD
AND DRINK
Are you a foodie? Do you like trying new things? Then these acts are
sure to put your culinary knowledge to the test (or perhaps not).

KITSCH KAFE

EASY LAY EGGS

“Never Knowingly Under Boiled”
Pamela and Gordon and their mobile ‘rolling buffet’,
bring you all that was great about food in the 60’s
and 70’s. Our resident food experts recreate the lost
arts of “piping mashed potato for pleasure and profit”
“fun with spam” and many more.

Farmers Frank and Dave are on a day out with their
rare breed chicken, a Norwegian Sjokolade, the only
chicken in the world that lays chocolate eggs.
There may be only 5 of these left in the world and our
enthusiasts are out raising awareness, offering egg
tastings and trying to find their bird a mate.
Has anyone had a sighting?
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CULINARY CAPERS

With plenty of fun audience participation, comedy, skill and a menu of tricks, this culinary
themed show will have audiences spellbound, as Ian Marchant- clad in chef’s whitesperforms feats with fruit, shows versatility with vegetables, launches legumes, chucks
crockery, balances baguettes and displays plenty of daring deeds with dishes.

THE HUNGRY CHEFS

COMEDY WAITERS

These larger than life Michelin starred chefs
and their inflated egos are bounding around on
big bouncing stilts, using their super sensitive sense
of smell to sniff out a new rare delicacy. A dynamic
act, it boasts strong characters with fast witted
improvised comedy and a big bounding visual
impact for your food and drink event.

To a rousing soundtrack of all time classics, this pair
combines the genius of Morecambe and Wise slapstick
humour with vintage feel theatrical moments of rain
cascading from umbrellas and beautiful choreography
performed to ‘Singing in the Rain’. Completely selfcontained, with a wheeled trolley ready to roll on any
terrain, this act is versatile and utterly charming.
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FABULOUS FOOD AND DRINK
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GROW YOUR OWN AND THE STROLLING GARDENERS

Meet Bob and Tom, comedy gardeners looking to bring you skilful, wholesome, fresh, 5-a-day fun,
Grow Your Own is a show packed full of tasty fruit and vegetable themed juggling and comedy cookery.
Even Peter Rabbit himself makes a thrilling appearance!
Available as the Strolling Gardeners walkabout version… one of the brothers has grown a little taller than the
other… The answer lies in the special compost formula; if you are lucky they might share it with you. On their
travels the boys help the balding to sprout hair, children to bloom and everyone else to a fun filled ‘5 a day’.

BUMBLE BEES

THE NUTKINS

These adorable bumble bees are irresistibly cuddly
and have left their sting at home to ensure they follow
the summer scents. Commonly found at flower shows,
festivals, fairs, fetes and environmental events everywhere and anywhere there are flowers to feed on
and people to interact with. They are even partial to
town centre hanging baskets.

Hide those nuts the Nutkins are on tour!
Enchantingly squirrel-like and riddled with intrigue,
Mr and Mrs Nutkin are set to charm the pants off
children and adults alike. This darling pair of red
squirrels might be old but they are ready to take the
world (and its nuts) by storm.
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MARVELLOUS MARITIME,
NAUTICAL AND SEASIDE
Meet our friendly salty characters with tales
from their adventures of the seas.

MADAME GALLEON

SUBMERCYCLE AND FLYCYCLE

This spellbinding maritime themed walkabout act is
perfect for any seaside or nautical theme. Madame
Galleon was once the figurehead on one of the most
infamous pirate ships ever to sail the open seas.
Now she roams the world with her nautical magic,
manipulating orbs of water, using the rare and skilful
art of contact juggling to create a memorable and
unique addition to any event.

Come away with us on a journey of your wildest dreams,
aboard our famous traveling machines, the Submercycle
and the Flycycle. Choose a travelling companion, find
the departure lounge and we’ll take care of the rest.
With Captain Bigshot, you’ll fly up up and away, crossing
continents in turbulent adventures, or dive under the
sea with Captain Calypso, encountering denizens of the
deep. Be prepared for the unexpected, and enjoy the ride!
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AARGH

A SEA SPHERE

Join our two salty buccaneers searching for booty
and adventures on the high (street) seas. Witness
a pair of pirates sailing atop incredibly detailed,
pint-sized galleons that glide majestically across
the land… as if by maritime magic.

Beauty and enchantment surround the mermaid as
she glides around you, sheltered safely in her Sea
Sphere. With a musical soundtrack and interactive
nautical sound effects, the mermaid flaps her tail
and encourages her audience to interact with her.
Children delight in playing in her bubbles and
catching the ‘mermaid kisses’ she sends to her new
little friends, sending their imaginations running wild.

FAIRLY FRESH FISH

An eye catching and superbly silly walkabout performance, these comedy
characters are perfect for your seaside, nautical or food themed events.
Well-crafted fake arms hold up a seafood tray in front of two fishmongers as they
sell their wares. This allows them to secretly animate and puppeteer all the creatures and
products they are selling from the underside. Beautifully made with exquisite attention to
detail, see the prawns dancing and the octopus come to life whilst witnessing stirrings in
the jellied eel jar and a worrying seafood smoothie…
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THE TRAWLERS

With barnacle beards, big bouncy boots, and bright yellow suits,
these seafaring fishermen are a spectacular sight at any event.
They have many tales of the high seas to tell but watch out for the ones
about the big fish. A dynamic act, it boasts strong characters whilst having
visual impact and intimate interactions with your audience.
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THE LION FISH

THE GIANT SEAGULLS

Normally found lurking in the depths of the
ocean, Lionel and Leona the lion fish have
surfaced to entertain us all. Watch in awe as
these two brightly-coloured sea creatures on stilts
wander through the crowds, like fish out of water!

Our favourite sea birds have had
audiences in a flap all over the world.
Giant cheeky gulls with working beaks,
they’ll rummage in bags and pockets, steal
food from plates and picnic baskets, squabble
amongst themselves and generally cause a fuss.
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NEITHER HERE NOR THERE
(OR MAYBE ON THE MOON)

From Giant Lobsters to moon-carrying, fortune-telling night-time goddess
these bizarre and wonderful acts are in a category of their own.

MAN ON THE MOON

George Orange is an eccentric clown and slack-rope dancer from Chicago. He has come via the
moon, and brought a bit of it with him. The half-moon slack rope rig forms a perfect centrepiece to
any street or square and will attract interest before the show even begins.
George enters the area performing clever comedy and circus routines to music, including
contortionism and bottle balancing. The tricks increase in size over the course of the show, building
up to a spectacular finale when the audience helps him in his aim to walk the rope across the moon.
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ARE WE ALIEN?

NOTT

Two alien visitors have come to earth on a research
trip. They are fascinated by how humans interact and
react to each other. The aliens mimic and re-invent
themselves to try to fit in with their surroundings.
Using humour, physical theatre and improvised games
they aim to make friends and prompt the intriguing
question Are We Alien?

Nótt is a moon-carrying, fortune-telling night-time
goddess chaperoned by her enchanted companions.
In Norse mythology and in very old English pagan
traditions, Nótt is the goddess of the night, the
personification of the night sky. A mythical and
magical walkabout perfect for evening events.

THE HELIOSPHERE

TREEMENDOUS

Creating the illusion of flying, a helium filled balloon
rises, falls and glides overhead, suspending a balletic
aerialist tumbling and turning from ground level to
twenty metres. Height and direction are controlled by
two ‘invisible’ crew attached to lines. It’s a spectacle
to inspire, mystify and enchant, and to raise the
profile of any event.

Bring a touch of magic to your event with our loveable
lumbering Treemendous Treants. Towering over
your guests these detailed costumes are guaranteed
to grab attention as well as create perfect photo
opportunities. Fully mobile and armed with an arsenal
of tree-mendous tree related humour, the Treants are
guaranteed to be a hit.
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NEITHER HERE NOR THERE
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LOBSTER A LA CART

Giant lobsters take over! As evolutionists predicted, the new masters of the
planet have arisen from the seas.
A surreal and endearing walkabout with huge impact for parades, carnivals
and outdoor spaces, riding in a cart pulled by a charismatic character; the inflatable
lobsters are a sight to behold.

BABA YAGA’S HOUSE

THE HEDGEMEN

Are you brave enough to find Baba Yaga‘s House?
Inspired by Slavic fairy tales, Dizzy O’Dare bring this
unique story to life. This ramshackle old cottage roams
the land on chicken legs, whilst Baba Yaga glides along
in her giant pestle and mortar. She might tell your
fortune in exchange for a day of your life - but then
again she might just eat you.

Have a tree hug with some amazing real life
living topiary! Introducing one of the planet’s
most quirky, outrageous and downright silly
walkabout entertainment acts. Straight from the
pages of a fairy tale, these human shaped plants
have come to life to walk, talk and cuddle their
way around events worldwide.
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SPORTING STARS
Meet our sporting stars…
encouraging the very best from their team.

THE ADJUDICATORS

‘Miss Timed’ and ‘Miss Judged’ are two firm but fair sports-day adjudicators.
Impeccably dressed and determined to keep all fun and games in order, their clipped
horse race style commentary, even on the most banal of activity or passers-by, is witty
and razor sharp.
A range of daft time trials and silly races are backed by live tannoy announcements,
score cards and ridiculous medal ceremonies. Everything is a race and a challenge,
and everyone is encouraged to go for gold.
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SPORTING STARS
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ANYONE FOR TENNIS, RUGBY OR GO FOOTBALL CRAZY!

A trio of sporting options to choose from, these fully mobile pitches or tennis
court invite willing volunteers to join in on real life games.
The perfect walkabout to get fans and families mixing and having fun together.

MEN OF ALL SPORTS

SPORTS DAY

Weaving their way amongst the audience, watch as
this comedy double act juggles, balances and ball spins
their way serving up a healthy dose of their comic wit
along the way. Depending on which sport you choose
the performers juggle footballs, linesmen’s flags,
tennis balls and rackets, spin balls of all descriptions
and conduct feats of sporting balance.

80’s PE teachers, Mr Stretch and Mr Armstrong are
always firm but fair. They are on a mission to get
the nation fit using only their enthusiasm, a roving
musical pommel horse and some PE kits rescued from
the lost and found locker. Remember it’s not about the
taking part; it’s the winning that counts!
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ANCIENT OLYMPIADS

CUTHBERT CLOTT

Two all running, all wrestling giant athletes on
stilts with bristling muscles and carefully positioned
loin cloths. It is 328 BC. Lenonides of Rhodes and
Hermogenes of Xanthus are both keen to list
their previous Olympic triumphs as they interact with
their adoring crowds in ancient Greek and pay homage
to their god Zeus.

Cuthbert is a big fan of penny farthings
and, from the age of 5, has competed in several
major races around the world. He is yet to
actually win a race but is convinced he can
smell his victory just around the corner.

SPORTING STARS

The creators of the ever popular kangaroos Roo’d bring you a huge variety of sporting stars with attitude.
Their powerskip stilts enable these giant bouncing characters to reach impressive heights of 1 metre off the
ground. Attempt a butterfly stroke with the swimmers, test your endurance against the weightlifters or the circus
strongmen and dare to compete against the runners in a 100m sprint.
Or support your national or local team with our footballers, check for bad light with the cricket umpires,
touch down with our rugby stars and gain an advantage with these Wimbledon tennis players.
Be the captain and pick your own team. Costumes can be customised to suit any team or nation you like. Endless fun!
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SPORTING STARS
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TESTIMONIALS
As always your acts were incredible. They always go the extra mile
and have a sense of what will engage people and be most effective.
Tanya Leary Wirral Chamber of Commerce
—

I will not hesitate to use you again and recommend Fool’s Paradise
to others too; it was a pleasure to work with you and all at Fool’s
Paradise to make the booking and get everything organised. All of the
information, booking process and follow-up to my queries was second to
none and made my life as event organiser so much easier!
John Carmichael, Angel Business Improvement District
—

Once again another fabulous act provided by Fool’s Paradise!
Sarah Hudson, Rotherham Council
—

Fool’s Paradise have provided us with masses of great acts
and we thank you for being fab as well!
Judy Probst, Visit Skipton
—

Thank you and the team for the excellent service!
Liam Parker, Moo & Goo
—

It was lovely to continually take the public by surprise and all with
such professional performers, each so unique and talented.
Charlotte Corrie – Open Culture Liverpool

For more suggestions or to book any of the acts in this brochure contact us

www.foolsparadise.co.uk
EMAIL: fools@foolsparadise.co.uk

PHONE: +44 (0)1392 454160

